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Complexity Economics & Applied Spirituality

“I used to think that top environmental problems 
were biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse and climate 
change. I thought that thirty years of good science 
could address these problems. I was wrong. The top 
environmental problems are selfishness, greed and 
apathy, and to deal with these we need a cultural and 
spiritual transformation. And we scientists don’t know 
how to do that.” 

James Gustave Speth, a US advisor on climate change



 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
     How I wonder what you are.

--"The Star" by Jane Taylor
 in "Rhymes for the Nursery" (1806)



Complexity Science & Data Science



Forecasting based on Data

Courtesy: Katherine Ensor, Rice University



“Perhaps the right way to move is to understand before one predicts”
-- Herbert A. Simon, Nobel Laureate in Economics

(https://www.ubs.com/microsites/nobel-perspectives/en/laureates/herbert-simon.html)

https://www.ubs.com/microsites/nobel-perspectives/en/laureates/herbert-simon.html


Caveat

New or alternate approaches are required for complex adaptive systems!

Bridge DATA and SCIENCE!



Complex “wicked” problem: Covid-19 pandemic

Courtesy: MS Santhanam, IISER Pune



Pandemic during 2020-2021



Reductionism in Science

• Reductionism can either mean 
• (a) an approach to understand the nature of 

complex things by reducing them to the 
interactions of their parts, or to simpler or 
more fundamental things or 

• (b) a philosophical position that a complex 
system is nothing but the sum of its parts, and 
that an account of it can be reduced to 
accounts of individual constituents.

• Reductionist thinking and methods are the 
basis for many of the well-developed areas 
of modern science, including much of 
physics, chemistry and cell biology. 

• Q: What is matter made up of?
• A: Elementary particles

• How do they interact with each other? 
Or what are the Forces between these 
elementary particles?



Limitations of Reductionism in Science

• Nobel laureate P.W. Anderson in his famous paper 
in Science in 1972, “More is different” exposed 
some of the limitations of reductionism:

• The sciences can be arranged roughly linearly in a 
hierarchy as particle physics, many body physics, 
chemistry, molecular biology, cellular biology, ..., 
physiology, psychology and social sciences.

• The elementary entities of one science obeys the laws 
of the science that precedes it in the above hierarchy. 
But, this does not imply that one science is just an 
applied version of the science that precedes it.

• "At each stage, entirely new laws, concepts and 
generalizations are necessary, requiring inspiration and 
creativity to just as great a degree as in the previous 
one. Psychology is not applied biology nor is biology 
applied chemistry."

“INTEGRATIVE” APROACH, “COMPLEXITY”



Holistic Approach of Complexity Science

Holistic approach!



Nobel Prize on Complex Systems

17



Complex Systems is a new field of science studying 
how parts of a system give rise to the collective 
behaviors of the system, and how the system 
interacts with its environment. Systems that are 
"complex" have distinct properties that arise from 
these relationships, such as nonlinearity, 
emergence, spontaneous order, adaptation, and 
feedback loops, among others. 

COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Special edition, Science, April 1999

Complex Systems Studies



Complex network analysis of languages 



Complex network analyses of conflicts & more



Access to education: Colleges in India (1850-2017)



Socio-economic inequalities: Kinetic exchange models



https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/inequality-and-its-management/ 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/inequality-and-its-management/


Social inequality

The Spirit Level: Why More Equal Societies Almost 
Always Do Better

Richard G. Wilkinson and Kate Pickett (2009, Allen Lane). 

In the US by Bloomsbury Press (December, 2009) as: Why 
Greater Equality Makes Societies Stronger
In the UK by Penguin Books (November 2010) as: Why 
Equality is Better for Everyone

The book argues that there are "pernicious effects that 
inequality has on societies: eroding trust, increasing anxiety 
and illness, (and) encouraging excessive consumption". 

It claims that for each of eleven different health and social 
problems: physical health, mental health, drug abuse, 
education, imprisonment, obesity, social mobility, trust and 
community life, violence, teenage pregnancies, and child 
well-being, outcomes are significantly worse in more 
unequal rich countries. 

The book contains graphs that are available online.





- Recognises the fact that every individual is 
vulnerable to social, environmental and bodily 
changes that are not always in their control.

- Claims that societies, states and institutions like 
families form as a response to human 
vulnerability.

- The inequalities naturally arise in these social 
structures, like parent-child, employee-employer, 
etc.

- Aim is not to demand equality, but to demand 
equity. 

Reference: https://twitter.com/CalcRound/status/1455894963363803141 

https://twitter.com/CalcRound/status/1455894963363803141


Gender Equity

● Marital property and joint custody were proposed to establish marriage as an equal 
partnership, but women faced economic disadvantages and unequal 
decision-making due to their role as primary caregivers, while workplace culture 
hostile to caregivers resulted in fewer economic opportunities

● Post-divorce, women usually took primary responsibility for children, leading to 
reduced income and fewer job opportunities, compounded by workplace culture and 
loss of the primary wage earner's income.

● The author recommends a case-by-case  analysis of family law/divorce cases and 
decide the reparations according to the social context of the parties involved.



Market and State

● As is well known the market penalises those who take up the role of caregivers in a 
family and refuses to find value in the work of caregivers that helps in sustaining the 
society

● The author argues that in such cases the State and social Institutions should step in 
to “reward” the work of the caregiver and also create facilities that are capable of 
taking care of the “inevitable” dependents incase they have no other options. 
(“Inevitable dependents” example: old people and children, sick and infirm, etc.)



Durlauf, S. N., Kourtellos, A., & Tan, C. M. (2022). The Great Gatsby 
Curve. https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-economics-082321-122703 https://www.ineteconomics.org/research/experts/sdurlauf 

https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-economics-082321-122703
https://www.ineteconomics.org/research/experts/sdurlauf


- An interdisciplinary approach to looking at 
social problems, in this case of 
socio-economic inequality and 
intergenerational social mobility. 

- Looking at this problem through a 
multi-faceted lens combining traditional 
ideas of economics, with the power of 
mathematical modelling and including the 
respective facets of sociology, psychology, 
politics and law, among others.

- Intergenerational Social Mobility is described 
as the likelihood that a child earns more than 
their parents. 

- The Great Gatsby Curve is the graph of 
Economic mobility vs. Gini coefficient. The 
Economic Mobility metric shows how 
dependent a child’s future income is based 
on their parent’s income

Intergenerational social mobility is measured with 
the Great Gatsby Curve.



Increasing Social Mobility

- Inequalities will always be a part of society but a key idea is to reduce the effect of 
socioeconomic inequalities. This is in the spirit of equity, wherein the more 
“vulnerable”(“poor”) communities get better access to resources and integration to 
the rest of the society. (Urban planning, sustainable city design)

- He also talks about the psychological effects of being segregated and then being 
thrown into a mixed environment like a college. “Poor” students from “bad schools” 
may not perform well initially, while “Rich” students from “good schools” will 
perform better. So how does the psychology of these students affect their actions. 



https://www.southasiainvestor.com/2017/01/economic-inequality-in-india-and.html 

Income inequality

https://www.southasiainvestor.com/2017/01/economic-inequality-in-india-and.html


https://www.livemint.com/Politics/DymS22taK4EyAbSYRx0rSO/Where-Indias-affluent-classes-live.html 

Income inequality

https://www.livemint.com/Politics/DymS22taK4EyAbSYRx0rSO/Where-Indias-affluent-classes-live.html




Pareto Law

Pareto's law is given in 
terms of the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF), i.e. 
the number of events larger 
than x is an inverse power of x:

 
P[X > x] ~ x-k.

Courtesy: MP



Income distribution

Courtesy: BKC



Wealth distribution

Courtesy: BKC

1931
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Dragulescu-Yakovenko



Chakraborti-Chakrabarti



General Mechanism

A. Chakraborti and M. Patriarca, Pramana 71, 233 (2008).
M. Patriarca, E. Heinsalu, A. Chakraborti, and G. Germano, Eur. Phys. J. B 57, 219 (2007).



Chatterjee-Chakrabarti-Manna 



Gibbs Law



Chakraborti-Patriarca



Chakraborti-Patriarca



Chakraborti-Patriarca

A. Chakraborti and M. Patriarca, Physical Review 
Letters 103, 228701 (2009).



Can humans be modelled as atoms?

A single molecule of gas does not have a temperature (T), or a 
pressure (p). It is simply a point-like particle that moves at a 
particular speed, depending on how much energy it has, along 
with many other particles and are altogether governed by the 
statistical law of Maxwell- Boltzmann distribution of molecular 
speeds. When there are of the order of 1023 or so molecules in 
an isolated and sealed box of volume V , their collective 
behavior can be captured by the ideal gas equation of state:

 pV = RT , 
where R is the gas constant; and even though each individual 
particle of the gas is moving at random, one can predict with 
extraordinary accuracy, e.g., how many of them will hit the 
walls of the box at any one time. 
Similarly, an individual person is neither an economy, nor has 
any of the characteristics of the entire economy. However, a 
million such persons acting individually builds up the economy, 
and may be described by some rules that perhaps allow an 
economy to be predicted.



Chakrabarti-Chakrabarti



Chakrabarti-Chakrabarti



Chakrabarti-Chakrabarti



Chakrabarti-Chakrabarti

A. S. Chakrabarti,  B. K. Chakrabarti, Physica A 388 (2009) 4151-4158

Entropy maximization
(Physics)

Utility maximization
(Economics)



Kinetic exchange : Chakraborti-Chakrabarti model (2000)

Gini Index

Data Science Approach



Summary: Kinetic Exchange Models

Chakraborti-Chakrabarti Model 

EPJB 17, 167-170 (2000)

Yard Sale Model

Chakraborti, IJMPC 13, 1315-1321 (2002)

Hayes (2002)

Boghosian (2019)
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Questions???

1. Do you think technology advancement and AI exacerbates inequality?

2. How do you think Complexity Science can help in inequality studies?


